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28 Structural dynamics for highly selective RET kinase inhibition 
29 reveal cryptic druggability                                          
30
31 ABSTRACT
32 Introduction: The structural and dynamic determinants for highly selective RET kinase 

33 inhibition are poorly understood. Methods-objective: Here we demonstrate by applying 

34 an integrated structural, computational and biochemical approach that the druggability 

35 landscape of the RET active site is determined by the conformational setting of the ATP-

36 binding (P-) loop and its coordination with the C helix. Results: Open and intermediate 

37 P-loop structures display additional druggable vulnerabilities within the active site that 

38 were not exploited by first generation RET inhibitors.  We identify a cryptic pocket 

39 adjacent to the catalytic lysine formed by K758, L760, E768 and L772, that we name the 

40 post-lysine pocket, with higher druggability potential than the adenine-binding site and 

41 with important implications in the regulation of phospho-tyrosine kinase activity. Crystal 

42 structure and simulation data show that the binding mode of highly-selective RET kinase 

43 inhibitors LOXO-292 and BLU-667 is controlled by a synchronous open P-loop and C-

44 in configuration that allows accessibility to the post-lysine pocket. Molecular dynamics 

45 simulation show that these inhibitors efficiently occupy the post-lysine pocket with high 

46 stability through the simulation time-scale (300 ns), with both inhibitors forming 

47 hydrophobic contacts in the pocket further stabilized by pi-cation interactions with the 

48 catalytic K758. Engineered mutants targeting the post-lysine pocket impact on inhibitor 

49 binding and sensitivity, as well as RET tyrosine kinase activity. Conclusions: The 

50 identification of the post-lysine pocket as a cryptic druggable vulnerability in the RET 

51 kinase and its exploitation by second generation RET inhibitors has important 

52 implications for future drug design and the development of personalized therapies for 

53 patients with RET-driven cancers

54
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57 INTRODUCTION   

58 Protein kinases play a causative role in human disease and cancer when deregulated 

59 by oncogenic mutations or overexpression (1). A current hallmark for precision and 

60 personalized medicine is the development of highly specific protein kinase inhibitors that 

61 can be translated into the clinic for the successful treatment of cancer patients (2). To 

62 date, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has approved more than 30 kinase 

63 inhibitors that are used in the clinic to treat cancer and other human disorders (3). 

64 However, these drugs target only a small percentage of the entire human kinome (5%) 

65 and they usually display non-specific crosstalk and lack of activity against drug-resistant 

66 secondary mutations (3). 

67 The RET (REarranged-during Transfection) proto-oncogene encodes a receptor tyrosine 

68 kinase for members of the glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) family of 

69 extracellular ligands (4). Oncogenic RET mutations and rearrangements results in 

70 constitutive ligand-independent activation of RET catalytic activity and signalling (4). 

71 Both fusions and mutated RET are actionable drivers in non-small cell lung cancer 

72 (NSCLC) and thyroid cancers (5,6). In particular, RET rearrangements have been 

73 identified in ~2% of lung adenocarcinomas (NSCLC), 20% of papillary thyroid carcinoma 

74 (PTC), and less frequently in other types of cancer including breast, salivary gland 

75 intraductal carcinoma, pancreatic and colon cancers (5-9). 

76 Rational and precise targeting of oncogenic drivers is a crucial hallmark in the cancer 

77 research field. Over the last years, the FDA approved the repurposing of several multi-

78 tyrosine kinase inhibitors (MKIs) with pharmacological activity against RET for the 

79 treatment of thyroid, lung adenocarcinoma and other RET-positive cancers (10). These 

80 inhibitors tested in the clinic had significant limitations due to non-selective activity 

81 against multiple kinases, dose-limiting toxicities as well as suboptimal target inhibition in 

82 the presence of resistance-associated secondary mutations, resulting altogether in 

83 modest survival outcomes in a limited subset of patients compared with other targeted 

84 therapies clinically successful. Overall, the clinical outcomes in response to RET-
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85 directed therapies were limited and modest compared with those achieved with other 

86 drugs targeting other oncogenes in solid tumors including EGFR, B-RAF, ALK, and 

87 ROS1 (11,12).             

88 Recently developed RET inhibitors LOXO-292 (selpercatinib) and BLU-667 (pralsetinib) 

89 exhibited >100-fold selectivity against a wide variety of RET oncogenic mutations in 

90 preclinical and clinical models (13-15). Data from the phase I clinical trial (ARROW) 

91 revealed that BLU-667 treatment resulted in a substantial response in RET-rearranged 

92 NSCLC patients with overall response rate (ORR) of 60% and disease control rate (DCR) 

93 of 100% (14).  Additionally, clinical global phase I/II trial of LOXO-292 (LIBRETTO-001) 

94 for RET rearranged-positive NSCLC showed substantial response as a potent inhibitor 

95 with ORR of 68%, median progression-free survival (PFS) of 18.5 months, and median 

96 duration of response of 20.3 months (13,15). LOXO-292 also demonstrated a high ORR 

97 of 91% in NSCLC patients with central nervous system metastasis (16,17). In the 

98 registration dataset of RET-mutant MTC, the acquired clinical trial data showed ORR of 

99 56% and 53%, in multi-kinase inhibitors (MKI)-treated and MKI-naive patients, 

100 respectively. Another clinical study including 26 patients with RET-fusion positive PTC 

101 showed 62% ORR (18). As a consequence, the FDA recently approved LOXO-292 and 

102 BLU-667 for the treatment of cancer patients presenting oncogenic RET rearrangements 

103 or mutations (16,19). Despite such promising scenario, recurrent mechanisms of 

104 resistance to these selective inhibitors have already been described  (20-22). In 

105 particular, refractory mutations located at the solvent front pocket  (21). Understanding 

106 these mechanisms of resistance as well as the structural dynamics and pharmacophoric 

107 features required for highly specific and effective RET kinase inhibition is a crucial step 

108 for the design and development of clinically successful compounds able to overcome 

109 refractory RET mutations.  In this study we apply an integrated approach combining 

110 structural, molecular dynamic simulations, together with functional analyses in order to 

111 define the druggability landscape of the RET active site and the molecular mechanism 

112 behind highly selective second generation RET inhibitors LOXO-292 and BLU-667. 
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113 MATERIAL AND METHODS

114 Mapping of ligand binding site and hotspot residues 

115 FTSite server (23) was used to explore the druggable pockets within the active site of 

116 RET in crystal structures with different P-loop conformations including closed- (PDB 

117 2IVS), intermediate- (PDB  2IVT), and open- conformers (PDB 5AMN).

118

119 Transient pocket analyses

120 Mapping of transient pockets within the RET active site was performed by the TRansient 

121 Pockets in Protein (TRAPP) pipeline (24,25). The overall workflow of the TRAPP 

122 webserver consists of three stages: i) ensemble of the generated structures, ii) 

123 superimposition and clustering and iii) detection and characterization. The TRAPP 

124 structure module contains several simulation methods for the generation of protein 

125 ensembles. The pseudo-ligand (RIPlig) and Langevin rotamerically induced 

126 perturbations (L-RIP) MD-based methods were used for the generation of protein 

127 ensembles. Following each perturbation, the structures were relaxed for 0.6 ps in an 

128 implicit solvent MD simulation coupled to a Langevin thermostat. The TRAPP analysis 

129 module was used to align and superimpose the generated structures using the backbone 

130 of the previously chosen binding pocket residues using the RMSD metric, and clustered 

131 using a hierarchal algorithm with an RMSD threshold value of 3 Å. The TRAPP pocket 

132 module was employed to identify transient regions within the active site. The protein 

133 cavities near the binding pocket are calculated and saved on the grid. Furthermore, the 

134 physicochemical properties of the side chain residues in the detected cavities, surface 

135 area, and pocket are computed by this module. 

136

137 Classical MD simulation

138 MD simulation was performed using the Amber 16 software package with GPU 

139 acceleration (26). In particular, the ff14SB (27) and GAFF (generalized Amber force field) 

140 (28) for proteins and ligands, respectively, and the TIP3P model was chosen for water 
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141 molecules. The partial charges of each ligand were calculated implemented in the AM1-

142 BCC charge method using the Antechamber module from AmberTools 16. Proteins were 

143 protonated at pH 7.4 and each molecular ensembled was immersed in a cubic box with 

144 a separation margin from the surface of the solute of 10 Å. The system was 

145 electroneutralized by addition of sufficient Cl- counterions. The long-range electrostatic 

146 interactions were treated by the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) method (29), while the short-

147 range interactions; electrostatic and van der Waal, were calculated with a distance cut-

148 off of 8 Å. The SHAKE algorithm (30) was applied to constrain the bond lengths involving 

149 hydrogen atoms to their equal volumes. The integration time step was 2fs. The systems 

150 were energy minimized in two stages (a total of 5000 steps): I) Minimization of water 

151 molecules around the solute was run for 5000 steps, with 4000 steps of steepest descent 

152 and then 1000 steps of a conjugate gradient algorithm with a restraint force of 10 

153 Kcal/molÅ2 applied to restrain the solute atoms; II) Minimization of the entire system was 

154 run for the same number of steps as the previous stage, but with no restraint force 

155 applied. Following that, each system was heated to 300°C in an NVT ensemble for 150 

156 ps with a positional restraint of 10 Kcal/molÅ2 applied to protein atoms. The system 

157 pressure was then held constant at 1 atm for 1 nanosecond under NPT ensemble. 

158 Finally, the production phase was carried out for 300 nanoseconds under NPT ensemble 

159 at 300K and 1 atm with no positional constraints. The system coordinates were saved 

160 every 10 ps. The generated trajectories were analyzed using CPPTRAJ from the 

161 AmberTools 17. Finally, hydrogen bond analysis was carried out by VMD hydrogen 

162 bonds tools with distance and angle cut-offs of 3.0 Å and 135 degrees, respectively. All 

163 the plots were generated by Gnuplot and Python matplotlib (31). 

164

165 Binding free energy calculations using MM-GBSA method

166 The Molecular Mechanics Generalized Boltzmann Surface Area (MM-GBSA) method 

167 was employed for binding free energy calculations using an implicit solvent model. This 
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168 method additionally allows the energy decomposition analysis, which provides detailed 

169 information about the residual energetic contributions (32,33). The free energy of ligand 

170 binding to the receptor to form a complex is estimated using the following equations:

171 ΔG(bind) = G(RL) - G(R) - G(L)

172 It is further decomposed into several contributed interactions:

173 ΔG(bind) = ΔH - TΔS = ΔE(MM) + ΔG(sol) - TΔS
174 In which:

175 ΔE(MM) =ΔE(int) +ΔE(ele) +ΔE(vdw)
176 ΔG(sol) = ΔG(PB/GB) + ΔG(SA)
177 ΔG(SA) = γ. SASA + b
178
179 ΔG bind is the interaction energy between the receptor and ligand in a vacuum, 

180 equivalent to the sum of polar (ΔG PB/GB) and non-polar (ΔG SA) interactions between 

181 the solute and the continuum solvent model. The GB model used for the calculation of 

182 polar interactions provides an analytical expression of the polar interactions, which is 

183 faster than the Poisson Boltzman (PB) method. The Generalized Boltzman (GB) model 

184 (ig=2) was used to measure the electrostatic solvation energy (34).  The per residue 

185 energy decomposition method implemented in the MM/GBSA was used to analyze the 

186 residual energy interaction contribution to the total binding free energy. This method 

187 considers the intermolecular and solvation energies without the inclusion of the entropy 

188 (35).

189

190 Site directed mutagenesis

191 Site directed mutagenesis was performed on: i) a pBac-PAK-RET construct codifying 

192 codon optimized kinase domain (KD, aa 705-1013) and ii) pRC-CMV-RET isoform 9 (aa, 

193 1-1072) as templates using a modified Q5-polymerase-based protocol in which 

194 complementary primers were employed followed by DpnI treatment at 37 °C for at least 

195 120 min before transformation in Q5-DH5 bacterial strain. Mutagenesis was validated 

196 by Sanger sequencing.  

197
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198 Expression and purification of recombinant RET KD        

199 Expression of (codon optimized) RET KD (WT and indicated mutants) was performed in 

200 Sf9 insect cells using a baculovirus system following already established and published 

201 protocols (36). Protein purification was performed by tandem IMAC (Ni+2) and 

202 Glutathione-beads gravity flow chromatography and in-gel 3C-protease digestion (36-

203 38).

204

205 Differential Scanning Fluorimetry (DSF)

206 To evaluate the thermal stability of RET kinase WT and indicated mutants in the absence 

207 of (apo) and in complex with inhibitors LOXO-292, BLU-667 and ZD6474 (vandetanib) 

208 as control, we applied two different DSF methods. First, an indirect SYPRO Orange-

209 based method.  For this assay the total reaction volume was adjusted to 40 µL at 1-2 µM 

210 protein, 10 µM inhibitor, and 2xSYPRO Orange concentrations subjected to a gradient 

211 of temperature from 20 to 95 °C. Fluorescence was measured on an Applied Biosystem 

212 7300 Real-Time PCR system.  Second, a direct method based on changes in intrinsic 

213 fluorescence upon a quick gradient of temperature was measured using a tycho 

214 nanotemper instrument following manufacturer´s instructions.

215

216 Western-blotting

217 Western blotting (WBs) experiments were performed as previously described (38,39). 

218 For auto-phosphorylation assays with recombinant proteins, 2.5-5 M of isolated RET 

219 KD (WT and indicated mutants) was incubated with 2 mM MgCl2 and 1 mM ATP for the 

220 indicated time points, after which samples were mixed with 5X sample loading buffer and 

221 boiled for 5 min. For cell lysates, transfected HEK293 cells subjected to the indicated 

222 concentrations of drug treatment were lysed in ice-cold 20 mM Tris pH 7.5, 150 mM 

223 NaCl, 2 mM DTT, 2.5% glycerol, supplemented with a cocktail of protease and 

224 phosphatase inhibitors and the total cell extract was centrifuged for 15 min at 5000-6000 

225 rpm, after which soluble sample was mixed with 5x sample buffer and boiled for 5 min 
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226 prior protein quantification with Bradford. Equal amounts of samples were run in SDS-

227 PAGE gels and subjected to immunoblotting using the indicated antibodies.

228 RESULTS

229 1. RET druggability is determined by the dynamics of the P-loop 

230  We explored the druggability landscape of the RET active site (Fig. S1) under different 

231 P-loop configurations. Our rationale was driven by a previously solved high-resolution 

232 crystal structure of a RET KD displaying two discrete conformations of the P- loop (36). 

233 In the closed structure the F735 (P-loop) side chain is clamped over the active site and 

234 the side chain of C E768 points away from the cleft. This conformer was further 

235 stabilized by a triad of tethered residues between E734 (P-loop), R912 (activation loop, 

236 A-loop) and D771 (C) (Fig. 1A). In contrast, in the open structure, the F735 side chain 

237 was solvent-exposed through a large displacement of the loop from the active site, 

238 whereas E768 points inward into the cleft. The two different conformations are defined 

239 by the mutually exclusive configurations of E768 and F735 side chains, which restrict 

240 nucleotide binding and accessibility. The open structure is further stabilized by salt-

241 bridge and hydrogen bonding interactions between residues from the P- and the 3-C 

242 loops (Fig. 1A). First, we measured the conformational space within the active site of 

243 RET using several crystal structures capturing different P-loop conformational states: 

244 2IVS (closed), 2IVT (intermediate), 5AMN (open) and 4CKJ (open and closed), by 

245 calculating the center of mass distance between the 3 catalytic K758 side chain (NZ 

246 atom) and P-loop E734 main chain (C) and their corresponding active site volumes 

247 (figure 1B, and table S1). While distances (and volumes) in the closed and intermediate 

248 states were 7.6 Å (646.623 Å3) and 8.5 Å (902.283 Å3), respectively, the open state 

249 showed significant larger values of 15.0 and 16.6 Å (1870.6 and 2311.7 Å3). Transition 

250 from a closed to an open P-loop state was also associated with an increase in the 

251 distance between the gatekeeper residue V804 and the catalytic K758 (table S1). These 

252 data indicated to us that a larger druggability space within the active site of RET is 
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253 available in the opened structure.  Next, we mapped druggable regions within the active 

254 site of RET susceptible to conformational changes by the P-loop using the FTSite (Fig. 

255 1C-E and table S2).

256 Three pockets were identified and ranked within the active site of RET in the open 

257 structure (Fig. 1C). The adenine-binding pocket (ABP) linked to the front pocket-I (FP-I), 

258 and gatekeeper pocket (in green) displayed average druggable scores. A small pocket 

259 adjacent to the catalytic loop-HRD motif pocket (CP, purple) made up of D874, R878, 

260 N879 and P914 side chains together with R912 main chain was detected with low 

261 druggability score (see table S2 for details). Interestingly, a small pocket with maximum 

262 druggability potential was detected in the front-pocket-II adjacent to the catalytic lysine 

263 (in pink) defined by K758 (β3), L760 (β3-C loop), E768 (C), and L772 (C).  In the 

264 case of the intermediate structure (Fig. 1D, right panel) the ABP and FP-I (pink) ranked 

265 as the top druggable pocket. The CP (purple) was also detected with averaged druggable 

266 potential. We noticed that the FP-II was not detected as it was partially occupied by the 

267 P-loop, in particular F735 side chain (Fig. 1D, right panel). This is in contrast with another 

268 intermediate RET crystal structure in which F735 side chain electron density is not 

269 defined (PDB 2IVV). In this situation the FP-II is partially accessible and appears as the 

270 top ranked druggable region (Fig. 1D, right and central panels). In the case of the closed 

271 structure (Fig. 1F) only the ABP and FP-I region appear as druggable. This is attributed 

272 to the degree of occupancy of the active site by F735 side chain and the P-loop itself 

273 impeding the access to the front solvent pocket-II. These data highlight: i) the existence 

274 of additional druggable vulnerabilities within the active site that were not exploited by first 

275 generation RET inhibitors, and ii) that optimal and selective RET kinase inhibition will 

276 depend on interactions other than those taking place at the adenine-binding and 

277 gatekeeper pockets. 

278 2. Extensive perturbation of the active site disrupts the closed tether by inducing 

279 an open P-loop
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280 To simulate the perturbation of the active site of RET by an inhibitor able to exploit an 

281 extensive druggable space and its impact on the transition from a closed to an open 

282 GRP-loop, we applied RIP (rotamerically induced perturbations) MD simulations 

283 methods. The RIP-MD method is a recent MD simulation technique that allows the 

284 generation of local perturbations in proteins that are capable of inducing large 

285 conformational changes of several Å in just picoseconds of a MD simulation (24). It is 

286 particularly useful for identifying potentially mobile loops and helices in a protein 

287 structure, with important implications also y drug binding and catalytic inhibition. First, 

288 we used the RIPlig (RIP by a pseudo-ligand) method to identify large conformational 

289 changes within the active site. In the case of RET, this approach resulted in a significant 

290 10 Å displacement of the P-loop from a closed tether to a fully open solvent accessible 

291 configuration as indicated by a large displacement of E734 (Fig. S2A). These data were 

292 in good agreement with the crystal structure data (36) and the rationale of our study (see 

293 figure 1). Next, we applied the Langevin-RIP (L-RIP) approach by perturbing the dihedral 

294 angles of residues E734 and F735, both key determinants from our MD and X-ray data, 

295 to evaluate their specific contribution in P-loop transition (Fig. S2B). Perturbation of the 

296 dihedral angles of these two residues resulted in intermediate P-loop configurations 

297 associated with significant changes in the druggability potential and modification of active 

298 site physicochemical properties. Whereas perturbation of E734 resulted in lower and less 

299 consistent conformational changes in the P-loop and druggability, as indicated by volume 

300 and exposure values. Other physicochemical properties e.g. hydrophobicity, hydrogen 

301 acceptor, and negative ion dependencies were increased in some particular frames. On 

302 the other hand, F735 perturbation resulted in higher druggability potential and the 

303 induction of complex conformational changes, as evidenced by higher volume and 

304 exposure values, which in turn resulted in increased hydrophobicity, hydrogen acceptor, 

305 and negative charges of the active site (Fig. S2B). Furthermore, we found that residues 

306 from the P-loop (aa 730-739), C helix (aa 766-773), 3- C loop (aa 756-760) and hinge 

307 (aa 805-810) regions showed highly dynamic behavior (Fig. S2C) indicative of significant 
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308 motions by the P-loop and its coordination with other secondary structural elements such 

309 the C helix, 3- C loop and hinge. Furthermore, the two trajectories revealed several 

310 druggable pockets within the active site with high occurrence throughout the simulation 

311 (Fig. S2D) that matched the druggable space observed in the open and intermediate 

312 crystal structures by the FTSite method comprising the solvent front pocket (ABP), front 

313 pocket-I (FP-I) and front pocket-II (FP-II) (Fig. S2E). These results were in good 

314 agreement with the FTSite analyses and showed that perturbation of the closed 

315 autoinhibitory tether causes a large conformational motion of the P-loop expanding the 

316 druggability landscape of the RET kinase active site.

317

318 3. Identification and dynamic characterization of a cryptic and druggable pocket 

319 The FTSite analyses revealed a sub-pocket adjacent to the catalytic lysine consisting of 

320 K758 (3), L760 (3-C loop), E768 (C), and L772 (C) that we name post-lysine 

321 pocket (Fig. 1C).  This pocket is defined in a central axis by hydrophobic L760 and L772, 

322 which are flanked on one side by catalytic K758 and E768 on the other (Fig. 1C-D). While 

323 in the closed and intermediate configurations F735 points to the center of the pocket, in 

324 the open structure F735 points away from the cleft and the side chain of E768 adopts 

325 and inner position together with K758, defining a fully accessible post-lysine pocket (Fig. 

326 2A). We consistently observed an invariant C helix-in (active) in the different 

327 configurations with a proper alignment of the regulatory and catalytic spine residues in a 

328 DFG-in state (Fig. S3). This newly identify druggable pocket appears to be evolutionary 

329 conserved (Fig. 3B), next we examined the presence and conservation of the FP-II and 

330 post-lysine pocket in other protein kinases that are pharmacologically inhibited by RET 

331 tyrosine kinase inhibitors  (40) for  which crystal structure data are available (Fig. 2C), 

332 including ALK (PDB 4TT7), VEGFR1 (3HNG), VEGFR2 (3VHE), MET (3DKC), Tie-2 

333 (2OSC), TrKB (4ASZ), Axl (5U6B), ROS1 (3ZBF), FGFR1 (4V05), FGFR2 (1GJO), 

334 FGFR3 (6LVM), FGFR4 (4XCU), c-Src (4U5J), PDGFR (6JOL), Abl (3IK3), EGFR 
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335 (5Y9T) and B-RAF (3C4C). From this set of structures, we looked at the conservation of 

336 the residues defining the post-lysine pocket. RET F735 (P-loo) and L760 (3-C loop) 

337 were highly conserved residues within the dataset, with exceptions only in c-Abl (Y253) 

338 at the equivalent position to F735 and Tie-2 (M857) and Axl (M569) in the equivalent 

339 position to L760. An acidic residue equivalent to RET E768 (C) lacked conservation in 

340 TrKB (A597), c-Src (S303), EGFR (A755) and B-RAF (Q494). RET L772 was substituted 

341 by phenylalanine in the case of ALK, Tie-2, TrKB, Axl, Ros, c-Src, Abl, B-RAF or 

342 isoleucine in the case of EGFR. These data indicate that the conservation of residues 

343 defining the post-lysine pocket occurred within the closest RET phylogenetic group of 

344 receptor tyrosine kinases including FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, VEGFR1, 

345 VEGFR2, and PDGFR Fig. 2C and S4) Interestingly, the majority of the indicated 

346 structures have a P-loop-closed and/or an C-out configuration relative to RET, which 

347 results in a non-accessible post-lysine pocket (Fig. 2D-E). Using FTSite, a druggable 

348 post-lysine pocket was only detectable in structures with C-in and open P-loop 

349 conformers including RET and FGFR2 (PDB 2PVF). In the latter, however, despite 

350 displaying an accessible post-lysine pocket the FP-II did not appear as druggable, 

351 probably as a consequence of the C being slightly shifted toward an intermediate 

352 position (Fig. S4A). To further corroborate the dynamic crosstalk between the P-loop and 

353 C helix to restrict or allow access to the post-lysine pocket, we analyzed the druggable 

354 pockets in the FGFR-3 active site using the FTSite. The catalytic domain of FGFR3 (PDB 

355 6LVM) displayed a very similar conformation to FGFR2 with RMSD value of 0.6 Å, with 

356 C-in but closed P-loop configuration. As predicted, neither the FP-II nor post-lysine 

357 pocket were identified as druggable sites in the FGFR3 structure (Fig. S4B) 

358 These data demonstrated that conservation of the post-lysine pocket is a common 

359 feature of RET closest RTKs phylogenetic group, but this fact is not sufficient for 

360 occupancy as dynamic inputs from P-loop and C restrict access to the pocket. A fully 

361 accessible and druggable post-lysine pocket requires of a P-loop-open and C-in 
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362 configuration that are only seen in RET kinase crystal structures, as illustrated in figure 

363 2E.

364

365 4. LOXO-292 and BLU-667 target the post-lysine pocket 

366 We explored the binding mode of highly specific RET inhibitors LOXO-292 and BLU-667 

367 under different P-loop configurations. The two compounds were able to accommodate 

368 properly into the active site of RET only in an open state (21,22,41). Superimposition 

369 with intermediate (2IVV) or closed (2IVS) RET structures (Fig. 3A and B) demonstrated 

370 that both compounds would clash with the loop in those settings in which compounds 

371 are restricted to accommodate only onto the adenine-binding pocket, as seen in the 

372 crystal structures of RET KD in complex with vandetanib and PP1 (37,38). Opening of 

373 the P-loop results in suitable occupancy of the FP-II and the post-lysine pocket by LOXO-

374 292 and BLU-667, respectively (Fig. 3A and B). Despite their atypical binding modes, 

375 both inhibitors do bind into a DFG-in (active) configuration with proper alignment of the 

376 regulatory (R-) and catalytic (C-) spines contrary to type II inhibitors, which perturb such 

377 alignment of the spines, see figure S3 (38,42,43).

378 BLU-667 (pralsetinib) targets the post-lysine pocket by accommodating the 4-

379 fluoropyrazole ring into the patch forming a pi-cation interaction with the catalytic K758 

380 and the fluorine group forming hydrophobic contacts with post-lysine pocket residues 

381 L760 and L772. Three hydrogen bonds were formed with E805 and A807 from the hinge 

382 region by the 5-methyl-pyrazol group with additional hydrophobic interactions with A756, 

383 V804, L881, I788 and V738. The methyl-pyrimidine group forms hydrophobic contacts 

384 with L730 in addition to coordinating with one water molecule via the N1. Of note there 

385 are two other water molecules coordinated with the compound: one with N2 of the 4-

386 fluoropyrazole group, and the other with the methoxy oxygen bounded to the 

387 cyclohexane ring (Fig. 3C).

388 LOXO-292 (selpercatinib) targeted the post-lysine pocket by accommodating the 2-

389 methoxypyridine ring and forming also a pi-cation interaction with K758. The 
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390 pyrazolo[1,5-a] pyridine group forms an additional hydrogen bond with the main chain 

391 nitrogen atom of A807 at the hinge and hydrophobic interactions with L730 and L881. 

392 Further hydrophobic contacts were made by the central pyridine group and V738. Two 

393 water molecules are coordinated with the oxygen atoms from the 2-methoxypyridine 

394 group and the pyrazolo[1,5-a] pyridine ring, respectively. 

395 Both compounds appeared to exploit extensive ATP binding mimicry when compared to 

396 first-generation RET inhibitors whose prototypical interactions are mostly limited to the 

397 hinge and adenine-binding site. In fact, both compounds could only accommodate into 

398 the active site in an open state (Fig. 3A-B) as the P-loop would clash with the compounds 

399 in the closed or intermediate configurations, in a manner reminiscent to what it does with 

400 ATP (36,44). First generation type I RET inhibitors like vandetanib (ZD6474) and 

401 nindetanib (BIBF1120) get accommodated parallel to the hinge and perpendicular to the 

402 inner part of the C helix (Fig. 3K). On the other hand, second-generation RET inhibitors 

403 accommodate in the path towards the P-loop below and in diagonal from the hinge 

404 across the proximal C helix exploiting other druggable hotspots reaching to the solvent 

405 pocket, FP-I and FP-II (Fig.  3L). Taking as a reference the crystal structure of FGFR2 

406 in complex with ATP (PDB 2PVF) (44), we observed the adenine group of ATP forming 

407 hydrogen bonds with E565 and A567 at the hinge mirroring the interactions of RET A807 

408 and Y806 hinge residues with the pyrazolo-pyridine and methyl-pyrazol groups from 

409 LOXO-292 and BLU-667, respectively. Furthermore, hydrogen bonds between FGFR2 

410 main chain N571 and R630 atoms and the ribose of the adenosine moiety were formed. 

411 In the case of RET equivalent residues e.g. L881 made hydrophobic contacts with the 

412 inhibitors and in the case of S811 it was shown to form a water bridge with the 

413 quinazoline group of vandetanib (37). In FGFR2 the catalytic K515 (as part of the post-

414 lysine pocket) form a salt bridge and hydrogen bonds with  and  phosphate groups, 

415 whereas in the case of RET the equivalent K758 formed pi-cation interactions with 

416 fluoropyrazole and methoxypyridine rings from BLU-667 and LOXO-292 respectively. 
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417 FGFR2 F492 (equivalent to RET F735) and A491 (RETG733) main chain atoms formed 

418 hydrogen bonds with the -phosphate group of the ATP, and this was mirrored in the 

419 case of LOXO-292 crystal structure by two coordinated water molecules interacting with 

420 main chains G733 and E734 atoms from the P-loop. Altogether, these data demonstrate 

421 that LOXO-292 and BLU-667 target the post-lysine pocket by promoting and open GRL 

422 conformer and exploiting extensive ATP mimicry a feature not observed before with 

423 inhibitors of the first generation.

424                                                                                

425 5. Molecular dynamics and stability of apo and complexed structures

426 The stability and dynamics of RET kinase in the apo (PDB 2IVS) and complexed with 

427 LOXO-292 (PDB ID 7JU6), BLU-667 (PDB ID 7JU5) and ZD6474 (i.e. Vandetanib, PDB 

428 ID 2IVU) were investigated using a 300-ns conventional MD simulation. 

429 The root mean-square deviation (RMSD) of the protein C atom with respect to the initial 

430 frame was computed to assess the stability of each protein-ligand complex system 

431 compared with the apo state (Fig. 4A). Initial examination of the computed RMSD profile 

432 showed that all the complexed systems equilibrated rapidly with average fluctuations 

433 values of 2 Å, as shown in Fig. 4A.  The apo system, on the contrary, displays significant 

434 conformational changes with average RMSD values above 2.5 Å, characterized by 

435 significant conformational changes in the P-loop (Fig. 4A). 

436 We also used root-mean square fluctuation (RMSF) calculations to evaluate the effect of 

437 ligand binding on overall protein flexibility during the simulation process. General 

438 inspection of the RMSF profiles revealed a significant reduction in the P-loop flexibility 

439 by LOXO-292 and BLU-667 as a result of the occupation of both FP-II and post-lysine 

440 pocket, resulting in the stabilization of the P-loop in an open conformation. RET-ZD6474 

441 and apo, on the contrary, demonstrated high flexibility in the P-loop, which is consistent 

442 with the structural analysis of the average structure (Fig. 4B). These data together prove 

443 that LOXO-292 and BLU-667 have a direct impact on reducing the flexibility of the P-
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444 loop loop by forcing it to an open conformation that is required for post-lysine pocket 

445 occupancy. 

446 Next, the MM/GBSA (molecular mechanics Boltzmann surface area) method (35) (32) 

447 was used to estimate each inhibitor binding free energies  (Table 1). The calculated 

448 binding free energy (G total) of RET-LOXO-292 and -BLU-667 complexed systems were 

449 -55.1 ± 4.1 and -49.1 ± 3.3 Kcal/mol respectively, which were significantly lower than the 

450 one observed for the RET-ZD6474 complex (-43.7 ± 2.6 Kcal/mol) indicative of higher 

451 affinity binding by the second-generation RET inhibitors. According to table 1, the van 

452 der Waal interactions are the main drivers for the stability of LOXO-292 and BLU-667, 

453 with energies of -66.0 ± 3.2 and -61.7 ± 2.7 Kcal/mol, respectively (vs -52.9 ± 2.3 

454 Kcal/mol ZD6474). We also noticed that BLU-667 and ZD6474 have similar electrostatic 

455 interactions energies of -20.7 ± 4.4 and -21.0 ± 3.5 Kcal/mol, respectively with LOXO-

456 292 having the lower electrostatic interaction energy of -10.7 ± 4.5 Kcal/mol.  This was 

457 further corroborated by the per-residue energy decomposition analysis that identified the 

458 residues that contributed significantly to the ligand binding through intermolecular 

459 interactions (Fig. 4C). The distinct binding modes of LOXO-292 and BLU-667 that result 

460 in FP-II occupancy allowed the molecules to form strong interactions with P-loop 

461 residues G731, E732, G733, and G736, which stabilized the P-loop into an open-

462 conformer. Despite access to the post-lysine pocket by LOXO-292 and BLU-667, the 

463 terminal 2-methoxypyridine moiety of LOXO-292 formed stronger interactions with the 

464 side chains of K758, L760, E768, and L772. Furthermore, 2-methoxypyridine formed 

465 significant electrostatic interactions (cation-Pi) with the side chain of K758, resulting in 

466 an energy value of -5.8 Kcal/mol compared to BLU-667, which only formed a 

467 hydrophobic interaction and had an energy value of -3.8 Kcal/mol. LOXO-292 and BLU-

468 667 appear to specifically interact with the R878 from the catalytic loop (Fig. 4C). Despite 

469 all the inhibitors formed hydrogen bonds with the hinge, gatekeeper pocket occupation 

470 by ZD6474 resulted in a stronger van der Waal interaction with the side chain of V804, 

471 making ZD6474 susceptible to acquired resistant mutations at that pocket. LOXO-292, 
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472 BLU-667, and Vandetanib all formed strong interactions with the solvent front region, in 

473 particular residue G810, with total energy values of -2.7, -2.6, and -2.9 Kcal/mol, 

474 respectively. Interestingly, refractory mutations at these sites that reduce the affinity of 

475 these inhibitors and confer resistance have been already identified in patients (41,45)

476

477 6. Functional evaluation of mutants targeting the post-lysine pocket reveals an 

478 impact on both inhibitor sensitivity and RET tyrosine kinase activity 

479 In order to investigate the impact of post-lysine pocket residues on inhibitor binding and 

480 cellular response, we applied a multidisciplinary approach combining protein 

481 biochemistry, biophysics and cell-based assays. First, we generated recombinant RET 

482 KD WT and post-lysine pocket variants K758M, L760A, L772A and L760/772A (Fig. 5A). 

483 In addition, we also generated a KD V804M mutant as a negative control for the binding 

484 of a prototypical type-I inhibitor e.g.  ZD6474. Next, we applied two independent DSF 

485 methods: i) a direct method measuring intrinsic fluorescence upon a fast temperature 

486 gradient providing an inflection temperature (Ti), and ii) an indirect method based on 

487 SYPROTM orange dye that provides melting temperatures (Tm,).  We measured the effect 

488 of LOXO-292 and BLU-667 binding on the thermal stability of the apo-control versus 

489 complexed proteins (Fig. 5B and table 2), ZD-6474 was also tested as a negative control 

490 for the gatekeeper mutant V804M. While both LOXO-292 and BLU-667 binding to RET 

491 KD WT conferred a significant increment in the protein thermal (deltaTi/m) of about 10 C. 

492 Mutations of some of the post-lysine pocket composites resulted in a significant effect 

493 on the binding of the inhibitors, in particular we observed a detrimental LOXO-292 

494 binding effect to L772A with a lower Tm of 7.0 C (vs 9,5 C control WT), whereas the 

495 double mutant L760/772A had a larger BLU-667 Tm of 14.0 C (vs 11,6 C control WT). 

496 Furthermore, the K758M mutant displayed a significant thermal stability increment by 

497 LOXO-292 and BLU-667 of 11,9 and 14,2 C (vs 9,5 and 11,6 C control WT, 

498 respectively). The results from the K758M and double L760/772A mutants were 
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499 surprising to some extend as we anticipated that perturbation of the post-lysine pocket 

500 composites would result in a detrimental effect on the binding on these inhibitors (see 

501 discussion). Next, we tested the effect of post-lysine pocket mutants on the phospho-

502 tyrosine kinase activity of the RET KD in vitro in time course auto-phosphorylation assays 

503 (Fig. 5C). We found that, contrary to the L760A mutant, which displayed comparable 

504 levels to the WT, RET L772A had a loss of function effect on the tyrosine kinase activity 

505 as indicated by both total phospho-tyrosine and phospho-specific RET Y905 antibodies. 

506 The same detrimental effect was observed with the double L760/772A mutant.  Finally, 

507 in order to recapitulate these results in cell-based assays we used HEK293 cells 

508 ectopically expressing a full-length RET receptor with a C634R mutation in the 

509 extracellular domain, which bypasses the GDNF ligand and co-receptor requirements for 

510 activation (with intact intracellular domain) subjected to a dose-dependent treatment with 

511 LOXO-292 and BLU-667 for 90 min (Fig.  5D). While treatment of RET WT KD with 

512 increasing concentrations of LOXO-292 and BLU-667 resulted in a consistent inhibition 

513 of RET auto-phosphorylation and ERK1/2 downstream activity at 10 nM, no significant 

514 differences were observed with the L760A mutant. In the case of the L772A mutant, as 

515 anticipated from the kinase assays we found a loss of function effect. Strikingly the 

516 double L760/772A mutant had a rescue effect on the tyrosine kinase activity by the 

517 L760A mutation, displaying also increased sensitivity to LOXO-293 and BLU-667 as 1 

518 nM concentrations of the inhibitors resulted in a significant reduction on RET auto- and 

519 ERK1/2- phosphorylation levels. As a control we used RET KD V804M, which was 

520 sensitive to both LOXO-292 and BLU-667 at similar concentrations than the WT, but was 

521 resistant to ZD6474 treatment.  These data were consistent with the DSF results, and 

522 showed the important implications of the post-lysine pocket composites on both inhibitor 

523 sensitivity and RET tyrosine kinase activity.

524

525

526
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527 DISCUSSION

528 LOXO-292 and BLU-667 are recently developed second-generation RET inhibitors with 

529 a potent and selective activity against a wide range of RET fusions and mutations in both 

530 preclinical and clinical models (13-15) with a remarkable patient response observed in 

531 phase I and II clinical trials (13-15,17). The main purpose of this study is to explain the 

532 structural and dynamical determinants conferring high selectivity by these RET inhibitors 

533 through a comprehensive computational, structural and functional characterization. We 

534 defined the post-lysine pocket as a key structural determinant for efficient and selective 

535 RET kinase inhibition with important consequences on RET tyrosine kinase activity.  

536 Extensive analysis of the active site showed that potent and selective RET kinase 

537 inhibition requires the exploitation of vulnerabilities beyond the occupation of the 

538 adenine- binding pocket and gate-keeper vicinity. We show that the intrinsic flexibility of 

539 the P-loop and the C helix reshapes the druggability landscape in the RET active site 

540 (Fig. 1). While in the closed P-loop structure only the adenine-binding, gate-keeper and 

541 solvent pockets were potentially druggable, in the intermediate and open P-loop 

542 structures the FP-II appeared with a significant higher druggability potential relative to 

543 the adenine-binding site. This pocket is distinguished by the existence of a small cryptic 

544 sub-pocket adjacent to the catalytic lysine defined by K758, L760, E768, and L772 that 

545 we defined as the post-lysine pocket. This cryptic pocket was fully accessible in the case 

546 of the open RET structures. The assembly of these residues and the accessibility to the 

547 post-lysine pocket was regulated by the position of F735 side chain, which is directly 

548 coordinated by the dynamics of the P-loop and the positioning of the C helix.  An 

549 interesting observation is that, as part of the adenine-binding site, the gatekeeper sub-

550 pocket was found only in the structures with an intermediate and open P-loop 

551 configuration. This is related to the F735 side chain transitioning away from the post-

552 lysine pocket, which creates more space for the K758 side chain. The recently 

553 discovered S904F mutation in the activation loop of RET resulted in acquired ZD6474 

554 resistance (46). The crystal structure of the RET KD S904F mutant (PDB ID 6FEK) 
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555 revealed a closed P-loop conformer with an unusual K758 side chain rotamer with NZ 

556 atom pointing towards the gatekeeper pocket. A superimposition of this structure with 

557 the RET KD complexed to ZD6474 (PDB ID 2IVU) revealed steric clashes between the 

558 inhibitor and K758 side chain. This is further supported by a shorter V804-K758 distance 

559 when compared to other closed P-loop structures (table S1). In addition, long-unbiased 

560 MD simulation of RET KD WT and mutant S904F complexed with ZD6474 revealed 

561 higher energy state of the mutant kinase with intermediate P-loop configuration with 

562 F735 pointing towards the active site. As a result, we anticipate that K758 regulates the 

563 accessibility to the gatekeeper pocket as a result of the crosstalk between the gatekeeper 

564 and the post-lysine pockets by the positioning of F735 side chain.

565 RIP MD simulations to show that extensive (RIPlig) and site-directed (L-RIP) 

566 perturbation of the P-loop disrupts the close tether and induces an opening of the P-loop 

567 and active site, consequently expanding the druggability landscape, being F735 the key 

568 determinant for such transition (Fig. 2). Furthermore, we examined the presence and 

569 conservation of the FP-II and post-lysine pocket in other protein kinases that are 

570 pharmacologically inhibited by RET tyrosine kinase inhibitors for which structural 

571 information was available (Fig. 2). We found that conservation of the post-lysine pocket 

572 is also a common feature of the phylogenetically closer group of RTKs (i.e. FGFR1-4, 

573 VEGFR1-2), but is not sufficient for occupancy and competency as dynamic inputs from 

574 the P-loop and C restrict access to the pocket. A fully accessible and druggable post-

575 lysine pocket requires of a synchronous P-loop-open and C-in configuration only seen 

576 in RET crystal structures.

577 Superimposition of RET kinase domain crystals structures in complex with LOXO-292 

578 and BLU-667 (21,22,41) with crystal structures of RET in complex with type-I inhibitors 

579 (37,38) showed that both compounds could only fit into the active site in an open P-loop 

580 state (Fig. 4) in the closed or intermediate configurations it would clash with the 

581 compounds, in a reminiscent manner to ATP (36). The free energy calculations by the 

582 MM/GBSA method shows that LOXO-292 and BLU-667 forms important interactions with 
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583 L730 (1) and V738 (2), both from the P-loop, and also with hinge residues Y806, K808 

584 and G810. Interestingly, refractory mutations in those sites have been found in patients 

585 and resistant cell lines and clones (Solomon et al., 2020; Subbiah et al., 2020). This is 

586 due to steric clashes with the inhibitors caused by the replacement of bulky amino acid 

587 chains in those regions, as well as the disruption of strong intermolecular hydrophobic 

588 contacts as shown by MM/GBSA analysis (45,47). 

589 Functional characterization of mutants targeting the post-lysine pocket revealed 

590 a dual role on drug sensitivity and tyrosine kinase activity. The results from the double 

591 mutant (L760/772) and K758M were surprising as we anticipated that perturbation of the 

592 post-lysine pocket composites would result in a priory detrimental effect on the binding 

593 on these inhibitors. However, a tighter binding was observed in these cases as indicated 

594 by increased Tm and Ti (Fig. 5 and table 2). This can be potentially explained by the fact 

595 that substitutions by shorter side chains may allow a better accommodation of the 

596 compounds into the post-lysine pocket, resulting in a sensitizing effect as seen with the 

597 double mutant (L760/772A) (Fig. 5D). In auto-phosphorylation assays using recombinant 

598 isolated RET kinase, the L760A mutant appeared to have higher background 

599 phosphorylation levels which were slightly enhanced over the time course compared with 

600 WT (Fig. 5C). These results suggest the a L760A mutant could be a better substrate for 

601 Sf9 endogenous kinases, as seen before by both oncogenic mutations targeting the 

602 kinase domain (in particular M918T) and mutants disrupting the closed auto-inhibited 

603 tether (36). On the contrary, L772A and L760/772A both had a significant detrimental 

604 effect on RET phospho-tyrosine kinase activity (Fig. 5C).   When the same mutants were 

605 evaluated in a RET full-length context in dose-dependent cell-based assays (Fig. 6D) we 

606 obtained results in line with the recombinant protein data e.g. a loss of function effect by 

607 the L772A mutation. Strikingly we also found a rescue effect by the L760A mutation and 

608 increased sensitivity by the double mutant L760/772A. These data were supported by 

609 the binding and DSF data where both L760/772A and the K758M mutants displayed a 

610 significant increment in their Tm and Ti upon inhibitor binding (Table 2). These results 
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611 suggested that mutating specific post-lysine pocket components to alanine favored the 

612 binding potentially by allowing a better accommodation of the 2-methoxypyridine (LOXO-

613 292) and 4-fluoropyrazole (BLU-667). Furthermore, the striking effect of the double 

614 mutant in terms of rescuing the null effect of the L772A mutation indicates a potential 

615 crosstalk between the 3-C loop and the C helix, together with L772, which forms part 

616 of a recently described PIF-like pocket in RET (38). In both cases, there are clear signs 

617 of allosteric inputs to the catalytic site by regulating also R- and C-spines assemblies. 

618 We hypothesize that development of next generation RET inhibitors with improved 

619 selectivity and efficacy will require of chemical optimizations that will: i) minimize contacts 

620 and interactions with the solvent pocket and 3, ii) favor accommodation of the 2-

621 methoxypyridine (LOXO-292) and 4-fluoropyrazole (BLU-667) groups into the post-

622 lysine pocket, iii) provide larger space between the gate-keeper residue and the catalytic 

623 lysine to overcome gate-keeper drug resistant mutations and iv) target the catalytic loop 

624 pocket residues, according to our FTsite and MM/GBSA data. Altogether the 

625 identification of the post-lysine pocket as a cryptic druggable vulnerability in the RET 

626 kinase exploited by second generation RET inhibitors has important implications for 

627 future drug design and the development of more potent and specific (allosteric) inhibitors 

628 and personalized therapies for patients with RET-driven cancers.

629

630 FIGURE LEGENDS

631 Figure 1. RET active site druggability landscape is determined by the dynamics of 

632 the P-loop

633 (A) Cartoon representation of RET KD crystal structure with two discrete conformations 

634 of the P-loop (PDB 4CKJ).  Hydrogen bonds and salt bridge interactions defining both 

635 open (upper) and close (lower) conformations. 
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636 (B) Superimposition of the indicated RET KD crystal structures depicting side chains of 

637 F735 from the P-loop and catalytic K758 (3) and their corresponding distances (Å) and 

638 defined volumes of the active site (Å3) in each configuration. 

639 FT-site mapping of druggable pockets within the active site (color coded) of RET under 

640 different P-loop configurations: (C) Open (PDB 5AMN), (D) intermediate (PDB 2IVT and 

641 2IVV) and (E) closed (PDB 2IVS) depicting residues contributing to each pocket, ABP 

642 (adenine-binding pocket), FP-II (front pocket-II) and catalytic loop-HRD motif pocket 

643 (CP). Surface representation (C-D insets) with side-chain of residues defining a front 

644 subpocket-II defined by K758, L760, L772 and E775. Please note that a fully competent 

645 (available) pocket appears in the open crystal structure, being mutually exclusive with 

646 presence (occupancy) by the side chain of F775.

647

648 Figure 2. Structural identification and dynamical characterization of a druggable 

649 post-lysine pocket

650 (A) Surface representation of RET post-lysine pocket composites under different P-loop 

651 configurations with amino acid side chains represented in sticks: open (PDB 5AMN), 

652 intermediate (PDB 2 IVT) and closed (PDB 2 IVS). In the case of RET a fully competent 

653 post-lysine pocket is available when the side chain of residue 735 is pointing away from 

654 the active site (open P-loop) and E768 is pointing inwards.

655 (B) Evolutionary conservation of post-lysine pocket composites using Consurf (48), 

656 closer view of the pocket (inset, dark-red indicates high evolutionary rate)

657 (C) Protein sequence alignment with secondary structural elements of a set of protein 

658 tyrosine kinases which are targets of known RET TKIs for which structural information is 

659 available showing conservation of post-lysine pocket residues (*). 

660 (D) Cartoon representation of a superimposition of crystal structures from (C) with RET 

661 post-lysine pocket residues depicted (RET, VEGFR1, VEGFR2, FGFR1, FGFR2, 

662 FGFR3, FGFR4 and PDGFR). (E) Schematic representation of a competent post-lysine 
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663 pocket: left panel, array of different P-loop configurations (from versus RET C-in. Right 

664 panel, array of different C helices configurations versus RET open P-loop.

665

666 Figure 3. LOXO-292 and BLU-667 target the post-lysine 

667 (A) Cartoon representation of RET KD crystal structure in complex with BLU-667 (PDB 

668 7JU5) with colour coded secondary structural elements. 

669 (B) Close-up view of the active site in an open (PDB 7JU5) and superimposed closed P-

670 loop (PDB 2IVS) configuration showing post-lysine pocket residues. 

671 (C) 2D-pharmacophore representation of BLU-667 interactions, in color coded: 

672 hydrophobic (yellow), hydrogen bond (red-donor, green-acceptor) and electrostatic 

673 interactions (pi-cation blue). 

674 (D) Lateral view of B, without depicting the P-loop.

675 (E) Upper view from B, without depicting the P-loop. 

676 (F) Cartoon representation of RET kinase domain crystal structure in complex with 

677 LOXO-292 (PDB 7JU6) with colour coded secondary structural elements. 

678 (G) Close-up of the active site in an open and closed P-loop configuration showing post-

679 lysine pocket residues. 

680 (H) 2D-pharmacophore representation of LOXO-292 interactions, in color coded: 

681 hydrophobic (yellow), hydrogen bond (red-donor, green-acceptor) and electrostatic 

682 interactions (pi-cation blue). 

683 (I) Lateral view of G, without depicting the P-loop. 

684 (J) Upper view from G, without depicting the P-loop.

685 Superimposition of the RET active site (upper view) with gate-keeper and post-lysine 

686 pocket residues, in complex with: 

687 (K) ATP based on a crystal structure of FGFR2 (PDB 2PVF), LOXO (PDB 7JU6) and 

688 BLU-667 (PDB 7JU5). 

689 (L) ATP (PDB 2PVF), ZD7464 (PDB 2IVU) and BIBF1120 (PDB 6NEC).

690  
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691 Figure 5. Molecular dynamics and stability of apo and complexed structures 

692 Computed (A) root mean-square deviation (RMSD), (B) root mean-square fluctuations 

693 (RMSF) of protein backbone C atoms and (C) per-residue energy decomposition for 

694 RET apo (green), LOXO-292 (black), BLU-667 (red) and ZD6474 complexes throughout 

695 the simulation. 

696

697 Figure 5.  Functional evaluation of mutants targeting the post-lysine pocket 

698 (A) Coomassie staining of recombinant RET KD (WT and indicated mutants) samples 

699 across the different purification steps.

700 (B) DSF analyses of apo and complexed proteins WT and indicated mutants by direct IF 

701 (tycho nanotemper, upper panel) and SYPRO orange (lower panel) providing thermal 

702 shifts changes, Ti and Tm respectively. For illustrative purposes, a representative 

703 example of RET WT is depicted. See table 2 for full dataset, please note that LOXO-292 

704 samples were not measurable by IF (data not determined, nd).

705 (C) WBs of auto-phosphorylation time courses (0-90 min) with recombinant RET KD WT 

706 and indicated mutants using total phospho-tyrosine and RET phospho-Y905 specific 

707 antibodies. Total protein levels were determined by Coomassie staining. 

708 (D) WBs data of lysates from HEK293 cells ectopically expressing RET WT kinase or 

709 the indicated mutants treated with increasing concentrations of the inhibitors LOXO-292 

710 and BLU-667 using the indicated antibodies. ZD6474 was used as an internal control for 

711 the RET KD V804M mutant.

712

713 Graphic summary

714 First-generation RET inhibitors were multityrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) derived from 

715 secondary pharmacology targeting the adenine-binding pocket that resulted in poor 

716 clinical outputs. Recently developed second-generation RET inhibitors (primary 

717 pharmacology derived) exploit in addition further vulnerabilities within the active site e.g. 

718 the post-lysine pocket. We define the structural and dynamical determinants conferring 
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719 high selectivity to these inhibitors towards RET by targeting the post-lysine pocket, 

720 making them clinically successful.
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958 Table 1.

Inhibitor ΔEvdw ΔEele ΔGGB ΔEsurf ΔEgas ΔGsolv ΔGtotal
LOXO-
292

-
66.0±3.2

-
10.7±4.5 28.9±4.1 -

7.4±0.3
-
76.6±6.2 21.5±4.0 -

55.1±4.1
BLU-
667

-
61.7±2.7

-
20.7±4.4 40±3.4 -

6.9±0.3
-
82.4±5.2 33.3±3.3 -

49.1±3.3

ZD6474 -
52.9±2.3

-
21.0±3.5 36.5±3.3 -

6.2±0.2
-
73.9±4.4 30.2±3.2 -

43.7±2.6
959

960 Table 2.

  Tm (C) deltaTm  Ti (C) deltaTi

WT Apo 44.7 ± 0.7   55.9 ± 0.6  
 LOXO292 54.3 ± 1.7 9.5  n/d  
 BLU667 56.4 ± 0.5 11.6  66.9 ± 2.3 10.8
 ZD6447 51.1± 0.6 6.3  60.1 ± 1.5 4.7
       

L760A Apo 42.9 ± 3.3   54.8 ± 1.1  
 LOXO292 51.6 ± 3.3 8.7  n/d  
 BLU667 54.8 ± 0.4 11.9  66.0 ± 1.0 11.2
 ZD6447 51.2 ± 0.6 8.3  60.1 ± 1.5 5.3
       

L772A Apo 41.3 ± 1.5  53.0 ± 0.4  
 LOXO292 48.4 ± 3.8 7.1  n/d  
 BLU667 52.9 ± 1.1 11.7  65.0 ± 1.2 12.0
 ZD6447 49.1 ± 1.2 7.9  58.6 ± 2.2 5.6
       

L760/772A Apo 36.4 ± 0.5  48.8 ± 0.3  
 LOXO292 46.8 ± 1.7 10.9  n/d  
 BLU667 50.5 ± 0.9 14.09  62.9 ± 0.7 14.0
 ZD6447 45.8 ± 0.6 9.3  56.9 ± 0.7 8.05
    

K758M Apo 36.2 ± 0.2   49.9 ± 0.7  
 LOXO292 48.2 ± 2.9 11.9  n/d  
 BLU667 50.5 ± 0.1 14.2  61.8 ± 0.6 11.9
 ZD6447 45.2 ± 0,5 8.9  54.8 ± 1.3 4.8
     

V804M Apo 47.2 ± 1.3   55.9 ± 0.4  
 LOXO292 53.6 ± 1.6 6.4  n/d  
 BLU667 55.8 ± 1.2 8.7  67.1 ± 1.6 11.1

 ZD6447 47.0 ± 1.7 -0.1  55.4 ± 1,4 -0.5
961

962
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969 Research highlights Shehata et al.
970 . The druggability landscape of the RET active site is determined by the structural
971 dynamics of the P-loop and the aC helix
972 . RET selectivity is achieved by the occupancy of a small cryptic pocket adjacent to
973 catalytic lysine defined by K758, L760, E768 and L772: the post-lysine pocket
974 . Efficient occupancy of the post-lysine pocket is restricted to a synchronous P-loop 
975 open
976 and aC-in configuration, a distinctive feature of RET crystal structures
977 . LOXO-292 and BLU-667 target the post-lysine pocket and exploit extensive
978 ATP mimicry
979 . Engineered mutants targeting the post-lysine pocket impact on inhibitor binding and
980 sensitivity, as well as RET tyrosine kinase activity


